It just takes two minutes to sum up all --- and I do mean ALL -- that you need to know about the Mainstream Media in this country.

These two minutes will forever prove three things to you and anyone else who listens: (1) you need to stop taking "news" seriously, and (2) it's all orchestrated from a central source; and (3) these Anchormen and women can all read teleprompters. At the same time, in the same tone of voice, with the same inflection.

Androids, anyone?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PaLnrDq-bcw&feature=emb_logo

Speaking of which, if I hear one more ad featuring some dweebie bureaucrat or organization or business spokesperson say, "in these challenging times...." or "in these troubled times...." or "in these uncertain times" on any broadcast media, it is my firmly fixed intent to scream and throw up. Probably both at the same time.....

If you want real news, the old-fashioned, responsible kind, subscribe to The Epoch Times and vote with your feet and your money. Or, pony up and pay for a television connection that includes One America News Network.

Actual journalism, like actual logic, actual thought processes, actual reasoning, and actual truth is now officially and universally rare as hen's teeth and you will have to search for it. Hard.

The Pigs who want to be "more equal than others" have taken over the Media and they are singing their oinky song night and day, in multiple languages worldwide.

But, guess what? You still hold the ultimate power. Turn the knob or flip the switch and walk away. I did that in 1987 and all it cost me was my gullibility.
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